
    
(Supervisor) Team Meeting Minutes 7 

Meeting Details  

Date 29 October 2012 

Time 19:00 pm 

Venue  SIS Meeting Room 4-7 

Meeting Called By  Vivian Koh Lay Mian 

Type of Meeting Supervisor and Client Meeting 

Note Taker  Teo Jia Yi 

Attendees  Cheng Shuya, Liao Kangya, Koh Lay Mian, Tee KaiLi, Teo Jia Yi 

Absent with Apologies NIL 

 

Agenda Topics  

Topic Demo of application and upcoming UT plans 

Background/Previous 
Conclusion  

Allocation of work to the following functions: 

 Instant resume creation 

 Collaborative Review 

 Interview – Request Change of Date 

 Search 

Discussion  Demo – Job Seeker Side (Drag and Drop for Resume) 
Supervisor’s feedbacks: 

 Is it possible to eliminate (+) and “Add new Education” buttons 
but still be able to drag the elements into the resume? 

 It will be better if team is able to indicate/distinguish between 
sections that are already inside the resume form from sections 
that are not. 

 Should remove buttons which don’t work (Eg. After 1 education 
has been added in from the side panel, if another one cannot be 
added then the (+) button should be either removed or greyed 
out. 

 For the ‘Droppable’ function of the drag and drop, is there any 
way to only trigger the event only for a specific scenario? 

 Pertaining to the drag and drop issue faced, if nobody can find a 
solution within a day, don’t do it. Leave it as it is. 

 
Client’s feedbacks: 

 Education, profile and employment should be in the resume form 
by default. But subsequently, user can still delete and re-add 
those 3 fields. 

 If job seeker is logged in, then when they click “Apply” button on 
public job post, they should be redirected to the “Apply Job” 
page.  

 If job seeker is not logged in, then he will be redirected to login 
page. Then after logged in, redirected to “Apply Job” page.  

 
 
 
Demo – Job Seeker Side (Request for Change of Interview Date):  
Supervisor’s feedbacks: 

 The “Available From” and “Available To” fields are misleading. 
Can consider removing those two fields, and make the 
“Message” field compulsory. 



    
 In the jobseeker interview page, under the “RSVP” column, put 

buttons: [Yes], [No] and [Request Changed] instead of what is 
currently there. 
 

Demo – Company Side (Collaborative Review):  
Supervisor’s feedbacks: 

 The (+) and (-) signs in company side under the job post table 
serve different purposes as compared to job seeker side. Should 
put icons with different picture/design.  

 Should generate a URL every time you publish a job post. But 
when you unpublished, do you generate a new URL or the same 
URL? 

 URL for job post will help to close the loop between job seeker 
and company.  

 If have to trade doing the URL or drag and drop, do the URL. 
 
Client’s feedbacks: 

 In the collaborative review commenting page, remove the (x) 
side for the comments.  

 For company main account holder, he should login using the 
main company account and via the company login page. For 
secondary user, if he is not a main account holder, he will also 
log in at the company login page but after logged in, he will be 
redirected to secondary account homepage. 

 Public job post page is missing. Once you published a job post, 
the company job post should have a URL and it should be public 
with the “Apply” button. So if job seekers chance upon the job 
post and want to apply for the job, they will need to sign up with 
FlauntPage first.  

 Company can post the URL link to Jobstreet or other places. So 
anyone with the URL link can view the job post. 

 
Demo – Company Side (Interview):  

 Editing of interview details through the interview details is not 
obvious enough. Too many clicks in order to edit the date for the 
interview. Can insert a button in company Interview page and 
name button [Change Interview Date] this just allow company 
to change the interview date. 

 Always companies the option to change date many times.  

 Every time company changes the date of an interview, send an 
email to job seeker. Job Seeker can only initiate a date change 
for interview once.  

 
Thursday Internal User Testing 
Supervisor’s feedbacks: 

 1
st
 Test: Not necessary to include in UT, because it is like any 

other internal testing. 

 During UT, let tester know we are not trying to be another 
JobsDB 

 2
nd

 Test: Might take a long time. Should create a few resume 
samples (Only the content in plain text) then let multiple people 
create the resume using the same samples. Then get an 
average of the time taken.  

 Give people resume content of different lengths, and different 
difficulty of creation (1 short, 1 long). Every tester will try both. 



    
 Should have unbiased measure of quality. Get testers to rank 

other tester’s quality of resume. For quality rating of resumes, get 
the tester to rank the FlauntPage resume and Microsoft Words 
resume done by another tester. 

 3
rd

 Test: How are you going to get users to apply for a job?  
Remove the part about JobsDB, in order to stop people from 
having the perspective that FlauntPage is another JobStreet 

 Results collated from UT  Do the Quality vs. Time graph 
(Compare FlauntPage to Microsoft Words) 

 4
th
 Test: Remove it. Not necessary  

 Meeting company with Kris Kong: Name it as a focus group 
instead of UT. Collate the qualitative feedbacks gathered. Team 
should perform internal testing on the company side before 
meeting the company. 
 

Supervisor’s feedbacks: 

 2 Focus groups is better than 1. Ask Cheok Lup’s partner to 
participate in the focus group.  

 
Reasons for not doing LinkedIn: 

 A lot of asian’s resumes are empty so no point doing LinkedIn. 

 Low value to client, high complexity relative to value, found other 
things which are more important to do. 

 
Differentiating factor between FlauntPage and Recruitment Portals: 

 The public job post page shows that we are not competing with 
JobsDB, we have another objective.  

 

No. 
 

Action Items  
 

Person 
Responsible 
 

Deadline  

1 For the poster submission, send to Jason by 7 
Nov. Edit all grammar, spelling and typo errors 
before sending Jason.  
 

Vivian 7 November 2012 

 
Next team’s meeting will be confirmed via email.  
 
The meeting was adjourned at 20:30 pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no 
amendments reported in the next three days. 
 
Meeting Agenda is to be advised at a later date.  

 

Prepared By:  Teo Jia Yi Vetted By: Vivian Koh  

 


